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MeMorable Moroccan eMbassy evening 
By Carol Lutes Racine, Diplomatic Liaison, FNACO

Thoughts travelled back centuries  in  time  to  the 
souks of medieval Fes,  and  to the minaret of  the 
grand Koutoubia mosque towering over  Marrakesh , 
as the hypnotic voice , accompanied by the traditional 
“ oud”, spun a folkloric oriental and Andalusian musical  
narrative that vividly recalled the ancient Moorish  world.

So began a  memorable  FNACO concert  evening  with  
a distinctly Moroccan theme  —from the music,  through  
to the ‘apres-concert’ regional  wines and savouries 
--hosted  to celebrate Throne Day  by  the Kingdom of 
Morocco’s Ambassador to Canada,  H.E. Souriya Otmani  
at the embassy residence.

 Seated banquette style in the Ambassador’s 
spacious rectangular  concert room, Friends 
of NACO and guests further  travelled on their 
Maghreb musical journey through  a composition-- 
inspired following  a trip to Morocco--  by European 
composer Johan Ederfors,  entitled “Polished 
Desert”. The latter   was beautifully  played  by 
a  vibrant string  foursome.  Joining  the NACO’s  
Paul Casey (viola) and  Erica Miller (violin) were 
Heather Schnarr ( violin)  and Karen Kang (cello), 
both of whom perform regularly with NAC Orchestra.   
Continuing with the European repertoire, the 
quartet next played   Josef Haydn’s Opus 20 no.5 
and concluded their segment of the program with 
a stunning , pulsating -- and warmly applauded-–
rendition of Astor Piazzola’s “Four for Tango”.
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Returning stage centre, singer Nidal Ibourk , 
and “oud” player, Khalil  Mogadem  were back 
in the Maghreb with  a haunting  segment of  
traditional oriental/ Andalusian  music as the 
concert  ‘finale’,  which also served  as   the  
perfect ‘prelude’ to the  tempting   buffet of 
couscous, bastilla savouries, mechoui  (roast 
lamb) and other Moroccan ‘delices’ that  
awaited guests  in  the Ambassador’s dining 
room.  

FNACO president Albert Benoit warmly thanked 
the musicians and expressed special thanks to 
Ambassador Otmani  and her  Embassy team  
for hosting a  gracious and memorable Morocco  
evening in support of the NACO’s  aspiring 
young musicians programs.   
 Shukran ! 

Albert Benoit, Ambassador Otmani, Melina Pugsley

Maja Ristie - Solajic

Thank You 
Thank you to the ambassador of Morocco

for her special support of Fnaco!
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reminder 
save the date!

Fnaco annual general Meeting is october 20, 2019
Hellenic community centre

Prince of Wales Drive, ottawa
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FNACO president Albert Benoit thanking Gerry Doyle, Principal of IG Doyle 
Group, Private Wealth Management for his generous personal donation in 

support of Friends’ Annual General Meeting October 20, 2019
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Many thanks to Lucie Dion, Melina Pugsley, 
Carol Lutes Racine and Albert Benoit for 

their work on this issue of Arpeggio
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